
Microsoft Fabric
Business Briefing

The Microsoft Fabric Business Training provides participants with a comprehensive 

overview of the new Microsoft Fabric end-to-end SAAS solution. Through demos and 

discussions, an overview of the most important features, capabilities and potential is 

provided. At the end of the session, participants will be able to assess to what extent 

Microsoft Fabric is a suitable solution for their individual requirements.
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YOUR BENEFITS

KI group

Create fast value With the help of live demonstrations and open exchange in the briefing, 

the participants learn about the functions, possibilities and application 

potential of Microsoft Fabric. At the end of the training, participants 

should have a basic understanding of Microsoft Fabric in order to be 

able to assess the application areas and decide whether the tool is 

suitable for their individual requirements.

YOUR BENEFITS

WHY USWHY US
Our complimentary skill sets at KI group and wide range of experience in the 

digital and data space allows us to thrive and enjoy creating maximum impact on 

every challenge we face.

With over two decades of expertise in establishing data-driven organizations, we 

back our approach with a comprehensive end-to-end portfolio. This includes 

everything from strategy, business, development, operations, to empowering all 

stakeholders.

FOCUS 1

What is
Microsoft Fabric?

Initial presentation and 
introduction to the basic 

concept of the Microsoft Fabric 
end-to-end SAAS solution 
enabling participants to 

understand the structure, 
purpose, and potential benefits.

FOCUS 2

Live
Demonstration

Live demonstration of Microsoft 
Fabric features and 

functionality allowing 
participants to gain a clear 
understanding of how the 

solution works in real-world 
scenarios.

This section centers on 
exploring Fabric's diverse 
possibilities to assess its 
potential and determine 

optimal applications, providing 
a broad understanding of its 
uses and identifying suitable 

deployment areas.

FOCUS 3

Open exchange
on potentials

Project Type
Training & Education

Duration
2 hours

Price
on request
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Data Governance
Assessment

Power BI
Builder TrainingMARKETPLACE
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